QM-RSS-eP7 | QM-RSS-eP9 | QM-RSS-eP12
Want to book a meeting room - sometimes it can be challenging. You want to find a room
based on your criteria and not just any room. Will it have the necessary equipment, right seating
capacity, easy to find for the visitors and much more.
QuikMeeting takes the stress out quickly and finds you the room that meets your criteria by
giving you the tools to search, view and book seamlessly.
If it is a room that needs further approval from the admin, the admin dashboard always
displays all the requests from various users for easy tracking and approvals. No missed emails
for approval – less friction with the users.
QuikMeeting: QM-RSS-eP7, QM-RSS-eP9 QM-RSS-eP12 Technical Specifications
Screen Size
Communication
Comm. Distance
Working Voltage
Resolution
Ink Color Pallet
Viewing Angle
Power Supply
Battery Life
Dimensions (mm)
Weight (gm)

7.4", 9.7", 12.2"
WiFi 2.4Ghz
2.4Ghz - Transmitting Power: 15dBM, Receiving Power: 85dBM
3.0 V ( Minimum 2.3 V)
7.4": 800x480 | 9.7": 960x672 | 12.2": 960x768
Red-Black-White Colors
>178°
3000 mAh - 3.7V
For 8-10 refresh per day, 6 months battery life (est) for each charge
176.6 x 124 x 7.6 | 227.6 x 169.1 x 7.6 | 263.6 x 218.08 x 7.6
265 | 385 | 455

QuikDelegate ePaper Electronic Name Label System provides the event organizers with
futuristic and eco-friendly option now
No more printing paper name signs for every event. QuikDelegate will take the meeting
attendees details and publish the relevant details onto these elegant and customizable ePaper
electronic labels.






Battery Operated
No Cabling
Easy to move & store
No wastage of repeated
printing of paper based
delegate signs

Since these name sign labels are dual sided, the host can now publish room specific agenda,
Wi-Fi password etc. on the side facing the delegate and the details of the delegate on the front
side.

